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Experts in creating innovative
information technologies
The Voigtmann GmbH is a pioneer in developing individualised software and in
operating highly available IT systems. While also offering services in software
development and individualised digital innovations, their core competency
especially lies in the area of healthcare IT with which the owner-run company seeks
to rise to the challenges of tomorrow.
TEXT: NANE STEINHOFF I PHOTOS: VOIGTMANN GMBH

“Every four hours, a diabetic goes blind in
Germany. Throughout the world, and especially in Third World countries, the statistics look even worse. Ophthalmologists
can detect the symptoms at an early stage
and thus, could completely prevent the eyesight’s stagnation. However, due to a shortage of doctors and a growing number of diabetics, ophthalmologists are overwhelmed
with this task,” Peter Voigtmann, founder
and CEO of Voigtmann GmbH, explains.
He adds: “Therefore we seek to support
doctors with our innovative and individual
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the technological possibilities and limitations for the development of a diagnosis
system which simultaneously and also
chronologically measures the human vision and easily evaluates eye motility, fixation, convergence, accommodation capabilities, as well as stereoscopic vision.

healthcare IT solutions. Our primary goal is
to help people.”
Providing everything but standard solutions, Voigtmann GmbH managed to develop an innovative vision screening unit
for the ophthalmology. A common project
with the University Erlangen-Nuremberg,
research institutes and a European partner
developed a device which seeks to foster
the automated detection of the loss of eyesight at an early stage. With a team of experts, the Voigtmann GmbH investigated

Portrait: Peter Voigtmann, CEO of Voigtmann GmbH
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administers IT outsourcing services, as well
as managed services such as a data backup
service, system integration or remote desktop service. Through this, the Voigtmann
GmbH boasts extensive know-how in the
conception, programming, implementation
and operation of mobile software applications and stationary devices, complex databases, secure data networks and system integration.
Their profound knowledge in this field has
brought about substantial business partnerships with the likes of HP, Microsoft,
IBM or Apple.“We have substantial knowledge from preparing the initial white paper
to implementing and operating the finished product,”Voigtmann says.Voigtmann
GmbH’s subject-specific experience combines the fields of services together to one
integrated profile.“After all, whoever knows
and masters the daily requirements of the
technical operation is also able to design
and create highly individual software solutions and reliable IT systems for the productive use in business,”Voigtmann notes.
However, not only does the company develop ideas of their own, they also work on
behalf of other businesses.
The result is a system which comprises a
novel vision screening unit with corresponding computer-based investigation technology by the Voigtmann GmbH. It brings
about manifold advantages for day-to-day
life in medical practices and facilitates new
diagnosis methods. As examination procedures are conducted automatically, time is
saved and costs are cut. Furthermore, important new possibilities for research and
science arise through Voigtmann’s new approach to the investigation of neurophysiological processes which help the human vision, their vision screening unit and the
corresponding computer-based examination methods. Common, currently available
devices don’t make investigations like these
possible. Voigtmann notes: “This doesn’t
mean that we can replace a doctor. They’re
still as important – we simply see our products as valuable support of their work.”He

adds: “We constantly try to strike out in a
new direction with intensive, interdisciplinary research.”A great innovation, the project still waits for approval as a medical device.
Not only developing innovative software,
Voigtmann GmbH also operates and certifies them according to ISO 13485 for medical devices. “We carry out certification
processes for medical products and accompany this process with our clients,”Voigtmann notes. An owner-run, medium-sized
and certified IT system house that develops
and operates client-individual software and
IT solutions for business clients,Voigtmann
GmbH also provides IT consultancy and

Already knowing that he wanted to become an entrepreneur at university, Peter
Voigtmann has always loved finding new
solutions to problems. He says:“I have always loved the new and innovative.”Thus,
he created theVoigtmann GmbH according
to his philosophy“a product needs to be individual so that it brings about new solutions”. With the highest quality and a big
portion of innovative capacity, as well as reliability, the IT service provider’s philosophy
is humble:“Quality is our self-concept. We
see our work as software developers and IT
specialists as our passion. Our solutions
guarantee value creation and sustainable
success for companies and institutions that
have the desire to improve existing
processes with digital innovations or to realise innovative ideas.”
www.voigtmann.de/en
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